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Features not available

on any U/W camera

for under $200...
• Pre-dive leakage indicator
[GOALI system] that removes the
worry of flooding forever
• External on/off switch
• Ergonomic design with
optimized shutter release
• Accepts strobe assemblies
• Accepts add-on lenses
• Removable land camera to record
all your topside memories
• Digital display frame count &
battery status indicator
• Over-sized viewfinder for easy use.

^ One-year
Unlimited Warranty

SeaKing II
Additional features:
• Auto DX sensing
for 100,200 ft 400 ISO film
• Alto film advance & rewind
• Rated to 150 ft depth

Dramatic style with point
and shoot simplicity - all to make
your life underwater easier
and more fun.

lonica
~Excellence - taken to grc;it dqith ••»

Call for information
1 (800) 220 8463
www.bonicadive.com/multi/
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Editing Made Easy

Enhance your photo-emting prowess with Adobe Elements.
BY J A C K & SUE D R A F A H L

or years, professional photographers
have relished the endless editing
capabilities found in Adobe Photoshop. But the programs sophistication can
overwhelm new and even advanced photographers who are trying to edit their digital cameras images.
Adobe's first solution to this problem
was releasing a simpler version of Adobe
Photoshop with some disabled functions,
but it still had the look and feel of a professional program.
Now the company is trying a new
approach with Adobe Elements, which has
the same power of Adobe Photoshop with
a friendlier interface that excels at correcting common photo problems.
The Elements toolbox has a slightly
different configuration than Photoshop but
features most of the same basic tools. Some
of the more advanced editing tools have
been removed to make room for new ones,
including a handy device that allows you to
replace a subjects red eyes with a specific
color choice.
Flash Fill will lighten midtones, and
Adjust Backlighting can correct exposure
gaffes. Variations provides a simple side-byside comparison of color correction possibilities so you can see changes immediately.
You can also merge several photos into
a panoramic image using the new function
called Photomerge. In order for it to work
smoothly, you'll need images that contain
data overlap of about 30 to 40 percent. The
program can automatically or manually
align the images into a single panorama.
Adobe Elements also makes it easy to
prepare images for the Web, e-mail and
printer output. The Save for Web command
allows you to optimize graphics and even
produce your own Web pages with the Web
Photo Gallery. With the Picture Package,
you can print multiple copies of a photo on
a single sheet of paper, create a digital contact sheet and vary the size of the images.
We use Elements for editing underwater images and find it a great program for
both beginner- and advanced-level editors,
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NOTICEABLE IMPROVEMENT An underexposed shot of an anemone (top) is tranformed into a vibrant underwater image
by using Adobe Elements' levels editor
and brightness controls.

especially with a cost of less than $100. The
features lend themselves well to both
scanned images and those taken with digital cameras.
Adobe Elements works with Windows
98, Windows 98 Second Edition, Windows
ME.Windows 2000,Windows NT 4.0. It
also works with Macintosh OS 8.6, 9.0,
9.0.4 or 9.1.
For more information regarding Elements, go online and check out Adobe's Web
site at www.adobe.com.
Send us your questions at digitalduo@jackand
suedrafahl.com. And check out our new book,
Digital Imaging for the Underwater Photographer, which is available online at
www.amherstmedia.com or www.jackandsue
drafahl.com.
sportdiver.com

